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NEW W2 BY WETSTYLE LINE READY FOR DELIVERY
Line Offers Elegant and Original Bath Furnishings at a Lower Price Point
MONTREAL, CANADA (Sept.15, 2015) – WETSTYLE, a Montreal-based manufacturer of premium-quality bath
furnishings, announced today that W2 by WETSTYLE is now officially available and ready to ship to showrooms and
customers. The new line, created with the same attention to form and function as WETSTYLE products, includes
three freestanding soaking tub designs and a new all-wood furniture collection with a slim profile integrated
washbasin. Designed to make a statement in smaller bathroom spaces, the W2 line offers elegant transitional designs
at value-based price points.

“WETSTYLE’s W2 brand was made with elegant and savvy consumers in mind – homeowners who want to make the
most of their space without compromising timeless style,” said Mark Wolinsky, president of WETSTYLE. “Available at
a lower price point, W2 allows WETSTYLE to reach a broader audience of people passionate about bold and original
designs for their homes.”

W2 Features & Dimensions


The W2 Cloud Tub has a delicately rolled rim and beautiful lines that give it a timeless transitional look. The
tub transforms into a statement piece with the addition of an optional base.



The W2 Wave Tub, inspired by a gently rolling ocean wave, is small enough to fit in a standard 60’’ x 30’’
alcove. Nestled perfectly between three existing walls as a freestanding tub, there is no need for a costly
remodel to create instant elegance.



The W2 Straight Tub boasts a modern profile, with tapered lines and rounded corners. This tub offers
another way to upgrade a standard alcove space, floating between the walls for a chic statement.



The W2 ELEMENT Collection includes an uplift mirrored cabinet, linen cabinet and vanities in four lengths—
with the smallest measuring a slim 24”. The collection features premium touches such as soft close doors and
drawers, flat cut oak, integrated hand pulls and fully finished interiors that match the exterior. The smooth
basin design of the slim profile washbasin offers a contemporary contrast with the square shape of the
exterior, bringing an unexpected yet intriguing element to the bathroom. W2 furniture is available in mocha
and charcoal grey tones.

All W2 bathtubs and sinks are manufactured by hand with award-winning WETMAR BiO™, an eco-friendly natural
stone composite material, lending strength, durability, slip resistance and natural thermo-insulation. Each tub model
features a slot design hidden overflow channel to the drain, simplifying installation by eliminating the need for
external plumbing additions.
To order W2 for display or purchase, find an authorized W2 dealer by filling out the form provided on WETSTYLE’s
W2 Dealer Locator Page. For additional information and images, visit the Wetstyle website, and connect with us on
Twitter and Pinterest.
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